
TandemTM Wall
Segmental Retaining Wall (SRW)™

Tandem™ Wall retaining wall system designed by Belgard® Hardscapes provides the appearance of natural stone 

that will complement any hardscape. The innovative, versatile system can be used to create attractive, curved 

or straight retaining and freestanding walls. Great for use in a wide range of residential and light commercial 

hardscape projects.

Proven Hardscape Solutions
Permeable. Modular. Segmental. 

DANVILLE BEIGE IVORY SLATE SHELBY BLEND

Tandem®  Wall Calculation Guide

Tandem Wall retaining wall system provides the appearance of natural stone. The 

innovative and versatile modular wall system can be used to create attractive, curved 

or straight retaining and freestanding walls in both residential and light commercial 

hardscape projects.

• Lightweight and easy to use

• 



Sample CalculationsCalculation Guide - Tandem Wall System
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Step 1 - Determine SqFt of wall face (Length x Height of wall)

1 SqFt of wall face:

Step 2 - Multiply wall face SqFt by 2 to account for face and 
back of wall for total SqFt coverage.

Step 3 - Determine how many connectors you require. 
Remember 2.6 connectors per sqft of wall face and 11.53 
SqFt of wall face per bag of connectors (30/bag).  

Divide SqFt of Wall Face (Step 1) by 2.6

2
Total SqFt (face & back):

3

Connectors required:

Step 4 - Determine Linear Feet of wall. To calculate how 
many Tandem Caps you require, divide total Linear Feet of 
wall by 2. 

Tip - each cap is 24” (2’) in length.

4

Total LF (linear feet):

Step 5 - Divide the Linear Feet of wall by 1.53 

Tip - each block is 18 7/16” (1.53’) in length.5
U-Start Blocks required:

Sample Tandem Wall Calculation

Step 1 - SqFt of Wall Face:  60 SqFt
Step 2 - Total SqFt of Tandem:  120 SqFt
Step 3 - Connectors 2.6 x 60: 156 Conn. (5.20 / 6 Bags)
Step 4 - Caps (20 LF) ÷ 2: 10 Tandem Caps
Step 5 - U-Start (20 LF) ÷ 1.53: 14 U Start Blocks

Calculation Guide - Tandem Grid System

Step 1 - Determine SqFt of project

1 SqFt of project:

Grid Kits Required:

Step 2 - Divide SqFt of project by 8.37 (SqFt coverage of 
each grid) to determine number of Grid Kits required.2

Tandem Modular Grid Kit Includes:
1 Grid + 1 Bag of Connectors + Screws & Clamps

Tandem® Modular Grid

Use Tandem Modular Grid to build privacy walls, outdoor benches and kitchens and many other applications. Easily construct 

outdoor living elements with the steel grids to add an aesthetic touch to your home and outdoor living space.

Dress up existent patios with a eye-catching deck skirt, hide unsightly garbage cans or air conditioning units with a privacy wall 

and enhance your driveway and walls with regal columns.

Features & Benefits:
Versatile: Modular grid can be used to construct virtually any structure up to 6ft. tall

Easy to install: Easily attach the grids to a wooden structure and simply connect your veneers to the structure with connectors

Stylish: A natural stone look can now be added to unsightly existing structures or to create new outdoor living elements

Build your wooden frame

1 2

Attach your Modular Grid

3

Attach Tandem Veneer 
with Connector

TANDEM MODULAR GRID COMPONENTS

Modular Grid

Can be installed 
horiziontally or vertically

Connector Tandem Veneer Unit*

*Tandem Veneer available in three sizes.
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Hoop Clamp 1.5” Screw
 (Bag of 10) (Bag of 10)

Sample Tandem Modular Grid Calculation

Step 1 - SqFt of Project:  30 SqFt
Step 2 - Grid Kits 30 ÷ 8.37 : 3.58 (4 Grid Kits)

Tandem® Modular Grid

Use Tandem Modular Grid to build privacy walls, outdoor benches and kitchens and many other applications. Easily construct 

outdoor living elements with the steel grids to add an aesthetic touch to your home and outdoor living space.

Dress up existent patios with a eye-catching deck skirt, hide unsightly garbage cans or air conditioning units with a privacy wall 

and enhance your driveway and walls with regal columns.

Features & Benefits:
Versatile: Modular grid can be used to construct virtually any structure up to 6ft. tall

Easy to install: Easily attach the grids to a wooden structure and simply connect your veneers to the structure with connectors

Stylish: A natural stone look can now be added to unsightly existing structures or to create new outdoor living elements

Build your wooden frame

1 2

Attach your Modular Grid

3

Attach Tandem Veneer 
with Connector

TANDEM MODULAR GRID COMPONENTS

Modular Grid

Can be installed 
horiziontally or vertically

Connector Tandem Veneer Unit*

*Tandem Veneer available in three sizes.
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The connector design 
creates structural integrity 
in curved or straight walls.

7.8” / 198mm

6.9” / 
176mm

Connector

Textured 
Veneer

Textured 
Veneer

12” / 305mm
(Front Face to

Back Face)

Tandem Caps required:
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